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 s and cons, user interface, reliability, saving files across computers, etc.What is it? A simple, easy to use file backup
utility.Works with ZIP and RAR files as well as many other formats.Auto-Protect: encrypts ZIP, RAR, and other archives for

added security.Backup folders: simply select which folders to back up.Batch-Process: can copy many files at once. All file types
are supported. System Requirements Karen's Replicator is designed for Windows and supports Windows 8. Karen's Replicator

is an easy to use utility, but it has some limitations: Karen's Replicator is in beta. We hope to remove some limitations as we
learn from your feedback. What is it? Karen's Replicator automates the copying of selected files or entire folders to another
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location. The files/folders are backed up on a schedule to a remote location. You can automatically backup selected files from
your computer, and/or entire directories. Karen's Replicator works in your "Task Manager" (aka "Startup" in Windows 7), and is

included in the Windows installation. Select any files and/or directories you want to copy, then click on "Copy to...". The
files/directories are copied to a location of your choice. You can select the destination folder from a list. If you want to

automatically encrypt the files before they are sent, Karen's Replicator has a built in feature to do this. You can also choose to
automatically back up on a schedule. If you want, Karen's Replicator can copy files to or from multiple remote locations on a

schedule. Try it out: click here It's easy to try Karen's Replicator out. Just download it from here: Download the latest version of
Karen's Replicator. To try out a copy of Karen's Replicator, click here. You can download Karen's Replicator and try it out.

Supported File Formats Karen's Replicator supports many file formats: Zip Rar Tar Arj ISO CAB Mpeg Mp3 Wav Aiff Wmf
AVI Drv PSP MCI Sci 82157476af
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